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Raw Dog Screaming Press is proud to announce a publishing agreement with author Matthew

Warner for the novel Eyes Everywhere. His most unflinching book to date, Eyes Everywhere is

the story of a young father teetering between paranoia and insanity as he tries to protect his

children in a post-9/11 world. Additionally, Eyes Everywhere will include an afterword by ac-

claimed horror author Gary Braunbeck. This book will be made available in both trade hard-

cover and special editions.

The author will be making several appearances throughout 2005 and 2006 in support of this

release, starting with Horrorfind Weekend 2005, August 19-21 (Baltimore, MD), as a featured

author with a reading and signing.Warner’s next event will be the Teen Read Week Presentation

on Horror Lit, October 20, 2005 at Chinn Park Regional Library (Woodbridge, VA). In 2006

Warner will appear at World Horror Convention 2006, May 11-14 (San Francisco, CA). More

events to be announced.

Warner is quickly becoming known as one of the rising stars of dark literature. Those who

enjoy meditations on horror and social commentary will be attracted to what Eyes Everywhere

offers. This book will be of special interest to fans of Chuck Palahniuk.

In addition to author appearances, Eyes Everywhere will also be promoted through display

ads in magazines, banner ads, catalogs, direct mail, and interviews.

About the Author

Matthew Warner is author of The Organ Donor and Death Sentences: Tales of Punishment and

Revenge. He writes a popular monthly web column, “Author’s Notes,” for Horror World, and

has written short stories for Dark Discoveries, Cemetery Dance, and several anthologies. In

addition to his frequent speaking engagements at schools and libraries, he enjoys playing the

piano, downhill skiing, and martial arts. He lives in Virginia with his wife, the illustrator Deena

Warner, and two cats.  Readers can keep tabs on him through his website, MatthewWarner.com.
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From the Back of the Book

I See You...

They follow him home from work. They monitor his e-mails. They may even be reading his

mind.

I Spy...

Charlie Fields, a young father in a dead-end secretarial job in Washington, DC, has uncov-

ered a conspiracy of historic proportions. A family friend, Philip Duke, heads a secret organiza-

tion bent on controlling the world—or so it seems.  Is Charlie crazy, as his wife claims?  Or is

Duke’s “Gestapo” now stalking them?

Do You See What I See?…

The neighbors beat on his walls at night, chanting his name.  Spy cameras watch his every

move. And now he’s experiencing strange memory gaps.

Time runs out as Charlie learns the Gestapo is experimenting on his small children.  Worse,

his wife is helping them.

They’re everywhere, watching him … studying him.  It’s time to take action—and if he has

to abduct his own kids to save them, then so be it.

Critical Acclaim for Eyes Everywhere

“With Eyes Everywhere, Matthew Warner comes into his own as a novelist; this remarkable

portrayal of one man’s rapid and horrifying psychological disintegration is by turns funny, ter-

rifying, hallucinatory, poignant, and supremely chilling. From first page to last, this novel grabbed

me by the throat and didn’t let go, barreling its way toward one of the most powerful final

images I’ve read in years. This is the type of novel that puts writers on the map, and deservedly

so. A stunner.”

—Gary Braunbeck, author of In Silent Graves

“There’s a new gun in town.  His name is Matthew Warner, and he’s taking on all challengers

with writing that crackles with tension, energy, and imagination.”

—Thomas F. Monteleone, author of The Blood of the Lamb


